Introduction
The planetary ephemeris is an essential tool for interplanetary spacecraft navigation, as well as the prediction of occultations, tests of general relativity, and other studies of solar system dynamics (including, for example, barycenter corrections for pulsar timing ephemeredes and dynamical mass determinations of solar system bodies). During the past several decades a series of increasingly accurate ephemerides have been developed at JPL by adding new data types such as Very Large Array (VLA) astrometry, spacecraft tracking, and radar range measurements to optical observations (astrolabe, transit and occultation timing, and CCD measurements). The maintenance and improvement of the ephemeris has been a long-term activity of the astronomical community. The accuracy of an ephemeris degrades when extrapolated into the future (or distant past). The rate at which accuracy is lost depends not only on the quality of measurements used to produce a given ephemeris, but the time span of the best observations as well. Our multi-year series of high-accuracy position measurements of the Cassini spacecraft are taking advantage of the extended spacecraft operation provided by the Cassini Solstice Mission. Previous work with Cassini has demonstrated a reduction in ephemeris residuals for Saturn of more than a factor of three.
We also plan new observations of spacecraft orbiting Mars to improve the orbit plane solution via more accurate declinations. In addition, the Juno spacecraft will provide a new opportunity for accurate position measurements of Jupiter after it begins its one-year orbital mission in July 2016. The remaining lifetime of the Cassini mission and the approved Juno mission provide a unique opportunity, not likely to occur again for decades, to obtain accurate long-term positional data for the two planets that dominate the dynamics of our solar system. By combining observations made with radio interferometry (using the Very Long Baseline Array) and spacecraft orbit solutions from Deep Space Network (DSN) tracking, the Saturn, Mars, and Jupiter barycenter positions can be determined with an accuracy of one nano-radian (0.2 milli-arcsecond) at each epoch. This corresponds to about 1.5 km at the average distance of Saturn, and less than 100 meters at the closest distance of Mars.
Accurate ephemerides are one of the basic tools of observational astronomy, in the same sense as star catalogs and redshift surveys. They represent a community resource whose value is proportional to their accuracy, and whose accuracy requires regular observational support to maintain and improve. A specific example is the great improvement between timing distances and kinematic distances for pulsars when using the newer DE405 ephemeris [1] compared with the older DE200 ephemeris [2] . An improved ephemeris will benefit future planetary missions by reducing the fuel needed for late trajectory corrections, thereby reducing mission risk and leaving more mass available for instruments or for reducing spacecraft mass and cost.
The Pioneer and Voyager missions provided essentially single data points during their flybys of the outer planets, and the Galileo mission to Jupiter was severely constrained by the loss of high gain antenna. There have been VLBI observations of Galileo, but with typical accuracies of only ~10 mas. Thus, Cassini has been our first opportunity to incorporate highaccuracy data from a spacecraft orbiting an outer planet for an extended period of time, and Juno will be our first opportunity to acquire high-accuracy data from a spacecraft orbiting the most massive planet. Our goal is to improve the accuracy of barycenter position measurements of Saturn, Mars, and Jupiter in the inertial International Celestial Reference Frame (ICRF, see [3] ; [4] ) through phase-referenced very-long-baseline interferometery (VLBI) observations of Cassini, multiple Mars orbiters, and eventually Juno using their downlink signals at 8.4 GHz.
By extending our VLBI observations to 2016 we will have high accuracy measurements over more than a quarter of Saturn's orbital period. The error in determining the plane of Saturn's orbit (latitude) decreases rapidly as the time span of observations exceeds ¼ of the orbital period. The error in longitude decreases approximately linearly with time span. For Mars, the greatest ephemeris uncertainly is the orbit plane. This can be rapidly improved with a short series of new VLBA observations of the Mars Express, Mars Odyssey, and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter spacecraft.
Observations and Analysis
The VLBA has demonstrated an unrivaled astrometric precision of less than 10 microarcsec in particularly favorable circumstances [5] , and is an ideal instrument for this work due to its high stability, calibration quality, and good coverage of all ecliptic declinations.. We use standard VLBA phase-referencing techniques with rapidly alternating scans between Cassini and angularly nearby reference sources. Note that by scheduling some of our epochs near the times when Saturn reverses direction on the sky we can use the same calibration source for multiple epochs. This minimizes some potential errors. Calibration, editing, and other data reduction tasks are carried out using the Astronomical Image Processing System (AIPS). 
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Every 14-16 minutes we include a scan on a nearby, stronger source from the ICRF catalog to tie our weaker phase reference calibrator and Cassini directly to the ICRF. In addition, we observe several strong sources spread over the sky at the start and end of each epoch to allow better calibration of the troposphere ( [6] ; [7] ). Our 4 VLBA observing bands are used to span a frequency range of 500 MHz to produce accurate group delays.
The rotational accuracy of the ICRF is approximately 0.02 mas, based on ~100 defining sources each with a typical position error of 0.1-0.2 mas. Individual sources may have larger errors at some epochs due to changes in source structure (e.g., [8] ), but the imaging capability of the VLBA allows us to detect and correct for such changes. To maximize the accuracy of our link between the Saturn ephemeris and the ICRF we will devote one of our four epochs each year to tying our phase reference sources to 10-20 high-quality ICRF sources. This will reduce our sensitivity to the structure of individual sources. We expect, based on our previous experience with phase referenced VLBI (e.g., [9] ), that an absolute accuracy of 0.1 mas with respect to the ICRF can be achieved for our calibration sources. Thus, the combined error of our Cassini positions with respect to the ICRF will be approximately 0.2 mas, consistent with the level of VLBI spacecraft tracking error predicted by [10] .
Results
Following standard phase-referencing procedures, we create images of both the nearby reference source and Cassini, without self-calibration. The critical importance of manual calibration of the troposphere is shown in figure 2 . The position of the peak Cassini signal is measured and the image shifted to the nominal phase center. With the high SNR and welldefined centroids in our Cassini images, two-dimensional Gaussian fits to the peaks provide positions relative to the nominal phase center with formal errors well under 0.1 mas. This position shift, plus any residual position offset measured from the small post-shift baseline phases, is used to calculate the total phase delay for Cassini. The total interferometer delay is the observable used by the JPL navigation and ephemeris software. (-10, -9, -8, -7, -6, -5, -4,  -3, -2, -1, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 Figure 2: VLBA images of Cassini before (left) and after (right) tropospheric delay calibration. In addition to a noticeable position shift in declination, there is a significant improvement in the quality of the image and an increase in the peak flux density. Figure 3 plots the post-fit position residuals from the left two columns in Table 1 . 
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The Cassini orbit solutions used to produce Table 1 and Figure 3 were generated by numerical integration of the equations of motion as part of a global Saturn ephemeris and gravity field solution (e.g., [12] ; [13] ). These solutions are based on a large number of historical and recent observations, and include Newtonian accelerations due to the Sun, planets, and the Saturnian satellites, relativistic perturbations due to the Sun, Jupiter, and Saturn, and perturbations due to Saturn's oblateness. Non-gravitational forces such as spacecraft attitude control, trajectory correction maneuvers, and solar radiation pressure are also modeled.
The DE422 planetary ephemeris is the result of fitting the DE421 ephemeris ( [14] ; [15] ) to the new Cassini VLBA observations along with 18 months of additional tracking data from the Venus Express, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, Mars Express, and Mars Odyssey mission and CCD observations of the outer planets. The errors were independently estimated by the ephemeris fitting software at JPL, and include uncertainties in both the VLBA measurements and the positions of Cassini with respect to the Saturn barycenter.
With additional VLBA observations during 2012-2015, the ephemeris uncertainties can be reduced to less than 0.7 km in longitude, 1.5 km in latitude, and 0.1 km in range through at least 2050. This is a factor of 3-5 smaller than the DE421 uncertainty for each coordinate. The Cassini mission will end in 2016, so the next four years are a unique opportunity to obtain the longest VLBA astrometric data set that will possible for any outer planet for decades.
